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SOME OSTROWSKI TYPE INEQUALITIES FOR
NTIME DIFFERENTIABLE MAPPINGS AND
APPLICATIONS
P CERONE SS DRAGOMIR AND J ROUMELIOTIS
Abstract Some generalizations of the Ostrowski inequality for ntime dif
ferentiable mappings are given Applications in Numerical Integration and for
power series expansions are also presented
  Introduction
In  Ostrowski see for example 	 p
 proved the following integral
inequality




is the interior of
I and let a b  I

with a  b If f
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is sharp in the sense that it can not be replaced by a smaller
one
For applications of Ostrowskis inequality to some special means and some
numerical quadrature rules we refer the reader to the recent paper 	 by SS
Dragomir and S Wang
In  GV Milovanovic and JE Pecaric see for example 	 p 

proved the following generalization of Ostrowskis result
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for all x  	a b
In 	 P Cerone SS Dragomir and J Roumeliotis proved the following
Ostrowski type inequality for twice dierentiable mappings
Let f  	a b  R be a twice dierentiable mapping on a b and f









































































for all x  	a b 
In this paper we establish another generalization of Ostrowski inequality
for ntime dierentiable mappings which naturally generalizes the result from
	 and apply it in Numerical Integration and for power series expansions of
functions on an interval
 Integral identities
The following lemma holds
Lemma  Let f  	a b  R be a mapping such that f
n
is absolutely























































if t  x b
 x  	a b
and n is a natural number n  
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Proof The proof is by mathematical induction




















t a if t  	a x
t b if t  x b














































and the identity  is proved
Assume that  holds for n and let us prove it for n  That is we
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That is the identity 
 and the theorem is thus proved
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 t  	a b 
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and the corollary is proved
The following Taylorlike formula with integral remainder also holds
Corollary  Let g  	a y  R be a mapping such that g
n
is absolutely
continuous on 	a y  Then for all x  	a y  we have the identity


























The proof is obvious by Lemma  choosing f  g

 and b  y




















t a if t  	a x
t b if t  x b
which is the identity employed by SS Dragomir and S Wang to prove an Os
trowski type inequality in paper 
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which gives the midpoint type inequality useful in Numerical Analysis




f t dt 

















 t t  	a b 
Finally if in the Taylorlike formula  we put n   we get












where x  	a y 













































if t  x b
and x  	a b  which is the identity employed by P Cerone SS Dragomir and
J Roumeliotis to prove some Ostrowski type inequalities for twice di	erentiable
mappings in the paper 

























































which is the classical midpoint identity
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f t dt 








































 t  	a b 
Finally if we put n   in  we get
g y  g a  y  a g

























is as above and a  x  y
 Some integral inequalities for kk

norm
The following theorem holds
Theorem  Let f  	a b  R be a mapping such that f
n
is absolutely
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and the rst part of inequality  is proved








for all x  	a b 
Taking into account the fact that the mapping h
n






























In this way we can state the following corollary
Corollary  Assume that f is as in Theorem 




















































Another result which generalizes the trapezoid inequality is the following
one






























































if n  r  

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For n  r put h

r	


































































































































 we get the desired inequality  
The following inequality in terms of kk

 norm for the Taylor like expan
sion  also holds
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for all a  x  y
Remark  It is well known that for the classical Taylor expansion around a

































for all y  a It is clear now that the above approximation  around the
arbitrary point x  	a y provides a better approximation for the mapping g at
the point y than the classical Taylor expansion around the point a



















































The above inequality  shows that for g  C
































which comes from Taylors expansion Further it should be noted that 
only involves odd derivatives of g
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for all x  	a b 



































From the inequality 































Also from we deduce

























for all a  x  y

























































x a b x
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Now if in 














































g y g a y  a g











































 Applications for numerical integration
Consider the partition I
m








 b of the interval







































































 j   m 
The following theorem holds
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Theorem  Let f  	a b  R be a mapping such that f
n
is absolutely
continuous on 	a b and I
m






































































for all   as above































































































for all j  f m g 
Summing over j from  tom and using the generalized triangle inequality
we deduce the desired estimation 
 


































which in eect involves only even k
We state the following result concerning the estimation of the remainder
term
Corollary  Let f and I
m
be as in Theorem 
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Corollary  Let f and I
m
be as in Theorem 







































































if n  r  

Remark  a If we choose n   in the above quadrature formulae 

and 
 we recapture some results from the paper 
b If we put n   then by the above Theorem 
 and Corollary  we
recover some results from the paper 

We omit the details
 Applications for some particular mappings
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for all a  x  y























































































for all y  







































 a  



























































































Now if we choose in 
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Finally if we choose in 
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